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Corresponding authors from KEMÖ institutions are potentially
eligible for open access funding through the agreements
Taylor & Francis has in place with KEMÖ and the FWF.

For institutions
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open access
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How do I know which
agreement covers an article?

Q

Research which is funded by the
FWF is potentially eligible to be
funded by the FWF prepayment
account. Research which is not
funded by the FWF, but whose
corresponding author is affiliated
with a KEMÖ institution, is potentially
eligible to be funded by the KEMÖ
prepayment account.

A
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What is the price of the Article
Publishing Charges (APCs)
covered by the prepayment
accounts?

Research which is funded by the
FWF cannot be made open access
retrospectively (post-publication).
The FWF does not support
retrospective open access funding.

How do these agreements
affect subscription costs?

value of the FWF or KEMÖ
A The
spend on Taylor & Francis Open

Select (Hybrid) APCs will be used
to calculate a credit against the
KEMÖ institutions’ subscriptions the
following year.

Each APC will have a 30% discount
applied, making the Taylor & Francis
Open Select APCs €1,500 each.

Q
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For more information, please contact:
Carolyn.Kirby@tandf.co.uk

Can the discounted APCs
be used retrospectively?

How will the library have visibility of
eligible research as it is published?
Taylor & Francis will run weekly reports
to identify all manuscripts that have been
accepted over the previous 7 days from KEMÖ
corresponding authors. These reports will be
shared weekly with a librarian contact from
each KEMÖ member institution.

What processes do I
follow as an author?

Q
A

How do I know if I am eligible
to receive the discount?
You are eligible to receive
the discount if you are a
corresponding author at
an institution who is a
participating member of the
KEMÖ Academic Consortium.
If you are not sure your
institution is a member, please
check with your library or
consult Taylor & Francis.

1
Choose the journal
you wish to submit to.
A complete list of
Taylor & Francis journals
can be found on
www.tandfonline.com.

2
Find the Submit
online or Instructions
for authors link on
the journal homepage
under the Authors
and submissions
navigation tab.

4
If you choose
to make your article
open access, email
apc@tandf.co.uk to ask
about using FWF
prepayment funds
to cover the Article
Publishing Charge
(APC).

Ye s

Does your
research have
Austrian Science
Fund (FWF)
No
funding?

5

6
The article is
now available online,
accessible to the
global research
community for
reading, sharing
and citing!

Taylor &
Francis will check
eligibility with a central
contact at the institution.
If approved, the
discounted APC will
be deducted from the
prepayment fund.
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3
Follow the
submission instructions.
Once accepted, authors
will receive an email
offering them the option
to make their research
open access.

If you choose
to make your article
open access, email
apc@tandf.co.uk to
ask about using KEMÖ
prepayment funds
to cover the Article
Publishing
Charge (APC).

What Taylor & Francis journals are
eligible to receive the discount?
All Taylor & Francis Open and
Open Select journals are eligible to be
covered by both prepayment accounts.

To find the right open access journal for you and your research, please use our
open access journal finder: http://authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com/journal-list/.

